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Goals

• Financial management of the Region 8 activities in accordance with IEEE and good practice requirements.
• Leading R8 Finance Subcommittee (FC).
• Preparation of an annual budget for R8 in co-operation with OpCom and FC.
• Monitoring R8 budgets and providing OpCom with monthly actual vs budget reports.
• Maintaining R8 financial records and making these records available for inspection by FC and auditors.
• Reimbursement of authorised travel and other expenses. Checking that the claims comply with IEEE and R8 policies.
• Operating R8 bank payment system through which reimbursements, contract payments, awards, grants, and advances are

being paid.
• Negotiating and managing contracts with hotels, restaurants, etc for the Region 8 major events (e.g. R8 Committee and

OpCom Meetings), ensuring that contracts are compliant with IEEE requirements and that reasonable economies are
made.

• Annual financial reporting in compliance with IEEE regulations.

Status
Current Region 8 financial operations include six main components.

• IEEE CB bank accounts in USA
• NatWest bank accounts in UK
• CONCUR reimbursement system
• Bank payment system to execute transfers of money
• Sage financial system to record transaction records
• Documentation related to transactions
The new CONCUR reimbursement system operates successfully at the Regional level, although some improvements are

required. The Treasurer is a member of the ”NextGen Ad Hoc - Concur” IEEE Committee which overlooks these improvements.
Financial records are being kept in the Sage accounting software. The codes have been updated now, so the R8 budget codes
are exactly the same as the Sage nominal accounting codes. In most cases a 0 (zero) has been simply added at the end of
the old budget code, e.g. old code 703 is now 7030. That enabled fully automatic generation of the Region 8 budget report
directly from the Sage accounting system, without any manual manipulation. The current budget report generated in that way
is attached. Therefore, the work on setting up of an efficient Sage accounting system with automatic budgeting capabilities
(previously unavailable) has been fully completed now.

There were no problems with IEEE Internal Audit, which was successfully completed at the end of April. One of the
actions which we need to follow from now on is to include a proportion of revenues and expenses of financially cosponsored
conferences in the Region’s accounts. These can be summary figures, so the complications in accounting is small.

Apart from strictly financial operations, the Treasurer was also involved in the preparation and running of the successful
v-SYP Congress 2020. He licensed and managed virtual Crowdcast platform for the Congress.

Also, the Treasurer had negotiated the contract with the hotel and managed the OpCom meeting in Madeira in October 2020.

Outlook
IEEE Financial System is changing - it is called IEEE NextGen Project.The implementation of the new system is planned for
2021-22. The existing Concentration Banking (CB) system is going to be replaced. Hopefully, the changes will help in the
managing and operation of the Region 8 finances, e.g. will include direct control of payments through CB account.There will
also be better information flow between Concur system and CB statements. Perhaps, it will also be possible to integrate local
accounting systems with IEEE financial system, simplifying reporting. The Treasurer was championing that latter point in his
discussions with the NextGen Project team.

However, any large changes of this kind also create a lot of challenges. New systems and tools need to be learned. There may
be some implementation errors, delays and interruptions to CB and Concur services. Fortunately, current Region 8 financial
system, with our local bank accounts and traditional spreadsheet claims, is quite resilient to those risks.

As the result of Covid-19 uncertainties, the budget planning for 2021 will have to be far more flexible. It will be impossible
to assign specific costs to those activities for which format will not be known in advance, e.g. if in person, virtual or hybrid.
Therefore, it will be sensible to have unused budget resources redistributed in regular intervals (e.g. quarterly) or transferred
to the common ”Projects and Initiatives Reserve Fund”.

Points of Concern
The Covid-19 pandemic has very strong negative effect on Region 8 activities. Membership numbers have declined and will
continue to do so in 2021. There is a high probability of a long-term economic depression that will follow. There will be a
reduction in our membership and therefore in our income in future years. Region 8 financial operations are practically dependent
on only one person - the Treasurer. This is a high-risk situation, in particular in the current pandemic period. The role and
the composition of the Finance Subcommittee needs to be reconsidered in order to mitigate that risk, spread the Treasurer
workload, and secure future smooth transition.
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Please include financial position (Treasurer)
The reduced income from the Regional Assessment and other sources by 5.3% was more than compensated by the reduced
spending due cancelling of many events or moving them to virtual platforms. Our total expenses to-date are only 18.4% of
the budget or 19.5% of the actual income in 2020. The detailed budget report in USD is attached. The year-end projection is
that the budget surplus will be about $686k, i.e. underspent by about 79%. We secured with IEEE that all this budget surplus
can be transferred to the Region 8 2021 budget (a normal limit is 50%), which will put us in a good position to finance our
activities in 2021 despite reduced income. Our balance sheet is in a very good shape. We currently have $1,054,683 in our
bank accounts and $860,317 in Long Term Investment Fund reserves.
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